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t’s no surprise that healthcare payers now recognize the critical need to execute
on some form of Advanced Illness Management (AIM) or community-based
palliative care within their member/patient populations. The palliative care
movement predated the AIM model, both in the acute and community settings. The
AIM model benefitted from many of the early lessons learned from palliative
interventions, but pivoted to a more medically oriented approach to patient care, as
opposed to the holistic model of palliative care.

1 Providers Need to

While both have significant merit, the merging of the two models into a palliative
illness management (PIMTM) approach is a more effective and efficient approach.

2 Making a Case:

I

This model of care encompasses a four-pronged strategy in which resources are
deployed to more thoroughly identify and engage at-risk patients who might otherwise
go unnoticed by traditional means:
1.

2.
3.
4.

Utilizes healthcare practitioners, predominately nurses and social workers,
to the highest level of their license, and leverages their individual expertise
for efficacy and efficiency.
Taps into the expertise and synergies of existing community-based
resources.
Relies upon predictive analytics and on-the-ground identification of
members/patients.
Ensures that medical needs are rapidly escalated to engage with treating
physicians or other medical resources, as appropriate.

It’s a model of care that tackles the most difficult aspects of understanding disease
and of quality of life, while ensuring that gaps in care are identified and closed for
this most vulnerable population—those suffering from heart disease, stroke,
diabetes, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, Alzheimer’s disease and cancer.
For payer-driven population health programs, this approach has a positive,
significant impact on the overall healthcare burden, mitigating patient and caregiver
financial consequences and improving member/patient satisfaction.
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Providers Need to Collaborate With Purchasers, Payors to
Drive Adoption of Value-Based Care
by David Lansky
espite the best efforts of many healthcare providers, hospital systems, payors, employers and government officials,
healthcare in the United States is notoriously fragmented and inefficient. This country leads the world in healthcare
spending, yet this spending has not translated into a healthier population. Compared to U.S. counterparts in other highincome countries, Americans have lower life expectancy, worse control of chronic conditions and higher rates of infant
mortality—even after controlling for health and socioeconomic status.1,2

D

One of the culprits driving these inferior population health outcomes is the fee-for-service payment model that still permeates
and shapes the acute care delivery system. Fortunately, however, what began as a gradual shift into value-based payment
arrangements several years ago is accelerating dramatically.
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